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Start your day right with Atkins!The cliché that breakfast is the most important meal of the day

is particularly true on the Atkins Diet. If you start the day with a lowcarb breakfast, you’ll

continue to burn primarily fat, including your own body fat, for energy. And breakfast on Atkins

doesn’t mean eggs every morning! The possibilities range from turkey hash to protein shakes—

even French toast, pancakes, muffins, muesli, and granola—all ready to eat in under thirty

minutes of active time. Breakfast never tasted so good!
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AND BRUNCH DISHESThe cliché that breakfast is the most important meal of the day is

particularly true on the Atkins Diet. If you start the day with a lowcarb breakfast, you’ll continue

to burn primarily fat, including your own body fat, for energy. But eat the typical sweet and

starchy American fare and you’ll be setting yourself up for cravings for more high-carb foods by

midmorning. The ideal breakfast provides protein—aim for at least 16 grams of protein at

breakfast and other meals—and beneficial fats, along with some complex carbohydrates, a

combo that keeps your energy level up for hours. Sweetened cereal, doughnuts, and bagels

washed down with OJ just don’t cut it.But does breakfast on Atkins mean having eggs morning

after morning? No way, as you’ll find in this chapter—notwithstanding several delectable

recipes for frittatas, omelets, and even steak with eggs. The possibilities range from turkey

hash to protein shakes—and yes, even French toast, pancakes, muffins, muesli, and granola.

The recipes in this chapter complement the impressive array of other breakfast recipes in the

database. So, for example, you’ll find a delicious Western Omelet in this book, but there are

numerous other omelets online.THE BASICS OF LOW-CARB BAKINGTraditionally prepared

quick breads, pancakes, waffles, muffins, biscuits, and scones are high in white flour and/or

sugar. Compounding their high carb content are the ridiculously oversized portions found in

most bakeries. A typical muffin or cupcake tin yields muffins that are about 2 inches high by 2½

inches in diameter.A bakery muffin is usually at least twice as large. Instead of white flour, most

of the baked goods in this chapter, including Lemon–Poppy Seed Bread, Ginger-Spice Muffins,

Cheddar-Dill Scones, and Peanut-Strawberry Breakfast Bars, combine Atkins Cuisine All



Purpose Baking Mix and a small amount of whole-wheat flour, meaning they are coded for

Phases 3 and 4.The baking mix includes soy flour, wheat protein, and other low-carb

ingredients. Our recipe developers and tasters have discovered that this combination produces

the best taste and texture, albeit with a small trade-off in additional carbs. However, in several

cases, we’ve provided the option of omitting the wholewheat flour, making the recipe

acceptable for Phase 2.None of our baked goods recipes take more than 30 minutes of active

time, so you can be busy with something else while they bake, filling your kitchen with their

delicious aroma. Nor do they require kneading or special equipment. Most are better if mixed

by hand rather than an electric mixer, and most are versatile enough to be baked in a variety of

pans. If your kitchen lacks a loaf pan, for example, just spoon the batter into a muffin tin,

square baking pan, or even a skillet. Adjust the cooking times—check muffins after 15 minutes,

or breads baked in a baking pan or skillet after about 30 minutes.If you’re cooking for yourself

or a small household, don’t worry about the high yields for the muffin, scone, and quick bread

recipes. They freeze well: simply wrap extra muffins in a layer of foil and then stash in a freezer

bag. Or slice leftover bread and layer it between sheets of waxed paper before wrapping in foil

and packing in a freezer bag. Thaw frozen breads at room temperature, or pop them in a

toaster or toaster oven. You’ll find those extra portions a lifesaver on busy weekday

mornings.EATING AND COOKING EGGSEating eggs was once mistakenly thought to promote

high cholesterol, but extensive research reveals no link between egg consumption and heart

disease. Eggs are almost carb-free, and they’re true nutritional powerhouses. They provide all

nine of the essential amino acids that are the building blocks of protein, as well as generous

amounts of vitamins A, B, and D, and such minerals as calcium, magnesium, zinc, phosphorus,

and iron. In fact, the only nutrient eggs don’t contain is vitamin C. Nutritionally enhanced eggs

contain amounts of omega-3 fatty acids comparable to those in such cold-water fish as

salmon.That said, techniques such as omelet folding or flipping fried eggs require practice.

Even if your first attempts aren’t lovely to look at, they’ll still taste fine. Selecting the proper pan

is important. Nonstick pans are ideal, but don’t assume that “nonstick” must mean coated with

Teflon or another material. Pans used for cooking eggs should also distribute heat evenly. With

inexpensive nonstick skillets, the pan bottom usually stays hottest where the stove burner

touches it rather than distributing the heat. Well-seasoned cast iron is both nonstick and heavy

enough to distribute heat evenly; it makes an ideal egg-cooking pan. Keep the heat under eggs

fairly low—medium is about the highest it should be—with the exception of omelets. Higher

temperatures make for tough yolks and rubbery whites.
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CJS, “The New Atkins for a New You Cookbook Chapter 3 eBook. Nice to find an Atkin's

cookbook to use on a Kindle, and for free,a REAL bonus! It has a good selection of Atkin's

recipes as youwould expect...the only thing that I do not care for is that manyof the newer

Atkin's cookbooks (not just this ebook) call for the"Atkin's all purpose baking mix"...its used as

how bisquick wouldbe used by non-Atkins dieters. I wish they would share THAT recipe!Also I

think with a recipe/cookbook you NEED to have a table ofcontents and an index. There are

838 pages and NO way to find therecipes except to thumb though the book...thankfully this can

bedone with some speed on an electronic device...but really...no tableof contents or index,

really?”

Banan, “Love Atkins. Great book”

Cyberqueen, “Wholesome food choices for a long, vibrant life.. Good tool for loosing weight,

and keeping on track with my new life style.  Wholesome food choices for a long, vibrant life.”

Marinda, “Five Stars. Thank You”

The book by Alissa Noel Grey has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 14 people have provided feedback.
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